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Abstract
The aim of the present paper is to give a numerical C1-shadowing between the exact solutions of a functional
di&erential equation and its numerical approximations. The shadowing result is obtained by comparing exact
solutions with numerical approximation which do not share the same initial value. Behavior of stable manifolds
of functional di&erential equations under numerics will follow from the shadowing result.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
First of all, we introduce notations and basic de:nitions.
Denote the di&erentiation operator (in the sense of Fr;echet) by D and let C :=C([− r; 0];Rn) be
the space of continuous mappings from [− r; 0] into Rn, where r¿ 0 :xed. Equipped with the usual
supremum norm ‖ · ‖, C is a Banach space. Denote the open ball centered at 0 ∈C with radius R
by BR(0) and set BR :=BR(0). Denote by L(E1; E2) the space of bounded linear mappings between
the Banach spaces E1, E2. Equipped with the usual induced operator norm, L(E1; E2) is a Banach
space. Finally, denote by C1(W;E2) the space of C1-mappings between W and E2 where W ⊂ E1
is an open subset. Equipped with the usual C1-norm, C1(W;E2) is a Banach space.
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Consider the autonomous retarded functional di&erential equation
x˙(t) = g(xt); (1)
where xt() := x(t + ), ∈ [ − r; 0], g :C → Rn is a bounded function of class C1 with bounded
derivative. Assume that 0 is an equilibrium point, i.e. g(0) = 0. We recall some basic results on
RFDE’s. For details we refer to [17,12].
Denote the linearization of the solution operator of (1)  :R+×C → C around 0 by T :R+×C →
C. Then T is the solution operator of the linearized equation
x˙(t) = Dg(0)xt: (2)
From the Riesz representation theorem it follows that there exists a function  : [ − r; 0] → Rn×n
of bounded variation such that
Dg(0) =
∫ 0
−r
d() ():
The transpose of system (2) has the form
y˙(t) =−
∫ 0
−r
y(t − ) d();
where y is an n-dimensional row vector. Let C ′=C([0; r];Rn∗), where Rn∗ denotes the n-dimensional
space of real row vectors. For  ∈C ′, ∈C, we de:ne
( ; ) =  (0)(0)−
∫ 0
−r
∫ 
0
 (− ) d()() d:
The characteristic roots of (2) are the solutions of the characteristic equation
det(z) = 0; (z) = zI −
∫ 0
−r
ez d():
It is known that the det(z) has the following property: The set  := {: det() = 0; Re¿ }
has only :nitely many elements for all ∈R.
From now on assume that the 0 equilibrium is hyperbolic, i.e. there are no characteristic root
with zero real part. Then there is a T -invariant splitting C = U ⊕ S with projections U :C → U ,
S :C → S such that T extends to a group on U and there are constants M¿ 1 and !¿ 0 such
that
‖T (t)S’‖6Me−!t‖’‖ for t¿ 0
‖T (t)U’‖6Me!t‖’‖ for t6 0:
Let $ be a basis for U and $′ be a basis for the generalized eigenspace of the transposed equation
associated with 0 such that ($;$′) = I . Then U=$($′; ), S= − U.
The fundamental matrix solution X of (2) is de:ned to be the (unique) matrix solution of (2)
with initial value X0 at zero, where X0 is the n× n matrix function on [− r; 0] de:ned by X0()= 0
for −r6 ¡ 0 and X0(0) = I . Let XU0 =$$′(0) and X S0 = X0 − X S0 .
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For later use choose a :nite dimensional reali:ed generalized eigenspace KS for T (t) with KS ⊂ S.
For example KS could correspond to a spectral subset {'∈C: det(') = 0, −¡Re '¡ 0} with
some ¿ 0.
A numerical method applied to (1) usually leads us to delay di&erence equations, Euler and explicit
Runge–Kutta methods are speci:c examples. For concrete numerical methods of delay equations we
refer to the review article [24] and the references therein. In what follows we give an abstract
framework of discretizations of RFDE’s motivated by the Euler-method, see [13].
For N ∈N let h = r=N . The phase space of the discretization of (1) with step-size h is Ch :=
{h : {−N; : : : ; 0} → Rn}. Identify space Ch with the space of piecewise linear continuous functions
de:ned on the mesh points −ih, i = 0; : : : ; N . De:ne the projection h :C → Ch by letting h to
be equal to the piecewise linear continuous function with values (−ih) on the mesh points −ih,
i=0; : : : ; N . Then ‖h−‖ → 0 for all ∈C as h → 0 and ‖h‖=1 for all h. The discretization
of (1) reads as
Y (k + 1) = h(Y (k)) = AhY (k) + Fh(Y (k)); (3)
where Ah :Ch → Ch is a bounded linear map and Fh(Y (k)) = hE0fh(Y (k)), where E0 = hX0 and
fh :Ch → Rn is a C1 function.
Our basic problem is to study the qualitative similarities between the semiMow (t) and the
discrete dynamical system generated by h. Especially, we want to construct numerical orbits which
are close to certain true orbits as long as they stay in a :xed neighborhood of the equilibrium
point. We also want to investigate the numerics of the stable manifolds. Note that standard error
estimates are useless when long-time behavior is considered. Standard error estimates compare true
and numerical orbits starting from the same initial point. On a :nite time interval it can be shown in
many situations that the error between the true and the numerical orbit is less than a constant times
a positive power of the step-size. Unfortunately this constant grows exponentially when the time
interval increases. To overcome this diPculty we use the method of shadowing. To the contrary,
shadowing compares true and numerical orbits which do not share the same initial value. For various
numerical shadowing results we refer to [6,19,21,23] and the references therein.
On the other hand shadowing is an important concept in the (pure) qualitative theory of dynamical
systems as well. Results for di&erent type of dynamical systems can be found in e.g. [1,2,20,7–10].
In order to prove our numerical shadowing result we have to introduce some closeness assumptions
between (h) and h. Namely, we have the following assumptions
(A1) For all h small enough there is an Ah-invariant splitting Ch=Uh⊕Sh with projections Uh :Ch →
Uh and Sh :Ch → Sh such that
‖AkhShh‖6Me−!kh‖h‖ for k¿ 0
‖AkhUhh‖6Me!kh‖h‖ for k6 0:
(A2) For all h small enough there is an eigenspace KSh for Ah with KSh ⊂ Sh and there are linear
isomorphisms Ph :U → Uh, Qh : KS → KSh such that
‖Ph − h|U‖ → 0 as h → 0;
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‖Qh − h| KS‖ → 0 as h → 0;
‖A−1h Ph − PhT (−h)|U‖6K(h)h
and
‖AhQh − QhT (h)| KS‖6K(h)h
where K(h)→ 0 as h → 0, and
‖UhE0 − PhX U0 ‖ → 0 as h → 0:
(A3) For all t¿ 0
sup
kh∈[0; t]
‖AkhShE0 − hT (kh)X S0 ‖ → 0 as h → 0:
(A4) Let f() := g()− Dg(0). Assume that
|fh(h)− f()| → 0
|Dfh(h)h − Df() | → 0:
(A5) fh(0) = 0 and there is a continuous function K1 :R+ → R+ such that K1(0) = 0 and
‖f()− f( )‖6K1(4)‖−  ‖
‖fh(h)− fh( h)‖6K1(4)‖h −  h‖
for all h and for all ;  ∈C, h;  h ∈Ch with ‖‖; ‖ ‖; ‖h‖; ‖ h‖6 4.
Corollary 1. From our assumptions it follows that
sup
∈B
|fh(h)− f()| → 0 as h → 0
and
sup
; ∈B
|Dfh(h)h − Df() | → 0 as h → 0
where KB ⊂ C is compact.
Proof. The proof goes along the same line as the proof of Proposition 21:1 on page 258 in [11].
Fix a ¿ 0 and set K = K() = [=h]. De:ne the following spaces:
C5 :=
{
Z : [0; Kh]→ C :Z is continuous; sup
t∈[0;Kh]
e5t‖Z(t)‖¡∞
}
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and
c5 :=
{
z : {0; 1; : : : ; K} → Ch : sup
i=0;1;:::;K
e5ih‖z(i)‖¡∞
}
:
Equipped with norms |Z |5=supt∈[0;Kh] e5t‖Z(t)‖ and |z|5=supi=0;1; :::;K e5ih‖z(i)‖, C5 and c5 are Banach
spaces, respectively. For 8¿ 0 set U8 = U ∩ B8 and de:ne KS8, Uh;8 and KSh;8 similarly.
Consider the spaces C1(U8 × KS8; C5) and C1(Uh;8 × KSh;8; c5). De:ne the bounded linear operator
9h :C1(U8 × KS8; C5)→ C1(U8 × KS8; c5) by setting (9hZ)(U ;  KS) (k) :=hZ(U ;  KS)(kh).
2. A C1-shadowing result
In the seminal paper by Beyn [4] (see also the recent monograph [22]) a numerical (un)stable
manifold theorem for ordinary di&erential equations was proved by using a numerical shadowing
result. A similar approach was used in [3] investigating the behavior of true and numerical orbits of
partial di&erential equations about hyperbolic equilibria. In what follows we give a generalization of
the above results to RFDE’s. Moreover, we prove that (in a certain sense) the shadowing is C1. The
di&erentiability result follows from the Fiber Contraction Theorem, see [18,5]. A similar approach
was used in [14] proving a C1 discretized center-unstable manifold theorem for RFDE’s.
Consider the following “boundary value problems”:
x˙(t) = g(xt);
Sx0 =  ∈ KS;
UxKh = ∈U; (4)
and
Y (k + 1) = h(Y (k));
ShY (0) = Qh ∈ KSh;
UhY (K) = Ph∈Uh: (5)
Theorem 1. For all ¿ 0 and 0¡5¡!=2 there is a 4¿ 0 (independent of ) and for all h small
enough there are functions Z ∈C1(U4=4Me5 × KS4=4M ; C5); Zh ∈C1(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5) such that
Z(;  ) and Zh(Ph;Qh ) solve (4) and (5); respectively; and
‖9hZ(·; ·)− Zh(Ph·; Qh·)‖C1(U4=4Me5× KS4=4M ;c5) → 0 as h → 0:
Proof. The idea of the proof is to construct simultaneously the solutions for (4) and (5) by using
the variation-of-constants formula. By using the Fiber Contraction Theorem we build up :xed-point
equations for the derivatives of the solutions of (4) and (5). Then C1-closeness will follow from
the Parameterized Contraction Mapping Principle.
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De:ne the closed subsets of C5 and c5 by setting
C5(4) :=
{
Z : [0; Kh]→ C :Z is continuous sup
t∈[0;Kh]
e5t‖Z(t)‖6 4
}
and
c5(4) :=
{
z : {0; 1; : : : ; K} → Ch : sup
i=0;1;:::;K
e−ih5‖z(i)‖6 4
}
endowed with the metric associated to the norm of C5 and c5, respectively.
De:ne also the operators on C(U4=4Me5 × KS4=4M ; C5(4)) and on C(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5(4)),
respectively by setting (with (;  )∈U4=4Me5 × KS4=4M and (h;  h)∈Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M )
(T(Z)) (;  ) (t) :=T (t − Kh)+
∫ t
Kh
T (t − s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
T (t) +
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
and
(Th(z)) (h;  h) := Ak−Kh h −
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(z(h;  h) (i))
+Akh h +
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShFh(z(h;  h) (i)):
Lemma 1. There is a 4¿ 0 such that for all 06 56!=2 operators T and Th map C(U4=4Me5 ×
KS4=4M ; C5(4)) and C(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5(4)) into itself; respectively; and are (uniform) 13 -
contractions.
Proof of Lemma 1. ConsiderT and let Z ∈C(U4=4Me5× KS4=4M ; C5(4)) be arbitrary (4 will be choosen
later). Then we have the following estimates:
‖e5t(T(Z)) (;  ) (t)‖
6 e5t
(
‖T (t − Kh)‖+ ‖T (t) ‖+
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
Kh
T (t − s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥
)
6 e5tMe−!t‖ ‖+ e5tMe!(t−Kh)‖‖+ e5t
∫ Kh
t
e!(t−s)MK1(4)‖Z(;  ) (s)‖ ds
+e5t
∫ t
0
e−!(t−s)MK1(4)‖Z(;  ) (s)‖ ds
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6 4=2 +
∫ Kh
t
MK1(4)e(!+5)(t−s) · e5s‖Z(;  ) (s)‖ ds
+
∫ t
0
MK1(4)e(5−!)(t−s) · e5s‖Z(;  ) (s)‖ ds
6 4=2 +MK1(4)[1=(!+ 5)]4+MK1(4)[1=(!− 5)]46 ( 12 + 4MK1(4)=!)4:
Similarly; for arbitrary z ∈C(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5(4)) we obtain that
‖e5kh(Th(z)) (h;  h) (k)‖
6 ‖e5khAk−Kh h‖+ ‖e5khAkh h‖+
∥∥∥∥∥e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(z(h;  h) (i))
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥e5kh
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShFh(z(h;  h) (i))
∥∥∥∥∥
6 e5khMe!(kh−Kh)‖h‖+ e5khMe−!kh‖ h‖
+e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
e!h(k−1−i)MK1(4)h‖z(h;  h) (i)‖+ e5kh
k−1∑
i=0
e−!h(k−1−i)MK1(4)h‖z(h;  h) (i)‖
6 4=2 +
K−1∑
i=k
MK1(4)he!h(k−1−i) · e5h(k−i−1)e5ih‖z(h;  h) (i)‖e5h
+
k−1∑
i=0
MK1(4)he(5−!)h(k−1−i) · e5ih‖z(i; h)‖e5h
6 4=2 +MK1(4)
h
1− e−(!+5)h 4+
k−1∑
i=0
MK1(4)he(5−!)h(k−1−i)4e5h
6 4=2 +MK1(4)
h
1− e−(!=2)h 4+MK1(4)
h
1− e−(!=2)h 4e
5h:
Since h=(1− e−(!=2)h)→ 2=! and e5h → 1 as h → 0; for all h small enough h=(1− e−(!=2)h)6 4=!
and e5h6 2; i.e.
‖e5kh(Th(z)) (h;  h) (k)‖6 (1=2 + 12MK1(4)=!)4:
Now choose a 4 such that 12MK1(4)=!6 1=2. The estimates above show the :rst part of
Lemma 1.
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To see that T and Th are contractions, consider the estimates:
‖e5t(T(Z1) (;  ) (k)− (T(Z2) (;  ) (k))‖
6
∥∥∥∥e5t
∫ Kh
t
T (t − s)XU0 (f(Z1(;  ) (s))− f(Z2(;  ) (s))) ds
∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥e5t
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 (f(Z1(;  ) (s))− f(Z2(;  ) (s))) ds
∥∥∥∥
6
∫ Kh
t
Me(!+5) (t−s)K1(4)e5s‖Z1(;  ) (s)− Z2(;  ) (s)‖ ds
+
∫ t
0
Me(5−!) (t−s)K1(4)e5s‖Z1(;  ) (s)− Z2(;  ) (s)‖ ds
6 4MK1(4)=!|Z1(;  )− Z2(;  )|56 1=3|Z1(;  )− Z2(;  )|5:
Similarly, for operator Th we have
‖e5kh(Th(z1) (h;  h) (k)−Th(z2) (h;  h) (k))‖
6
∥∥∥∥∥e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih Uh(Fh(z1(h;  h) (i))− Fh(z2(h;  h) (i)))
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥e5kh
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih Sh(Fh(z1(h;  h) (i))− Fh(z2(h;  h) (i)))
∥∥∥∥∥
×
K−1∑
i=k
Me(!+5)h(k−1−i)K1(4)he5hi‖z1(h;  h) (i)− z2(h;  h)(i)‖e5h
+
k−1∑
i=0
Me(5−!)h(k−1−i)K1(4)he5hi‖z1(h;  h) (i)− z2(h;  h) (i)‖e5h
6 2MK1(4)
h
1− e−!h |z1(h;  h)− z2(h;  h)|56
1
3 |z1(h;  h)− z2(h;  h)|5;
for all h small enough.
From Lemma 1 it follows that there exist :xed points Z∗ and z∗h for operators T and Th, respec-
tively. It remains to show that these functions are close in the C1-topology. First we show that Z∗
and Z∗h are C
1 functions and we construct :xed point equations which yield the derivatives.
To this end let 0¡5¡!=2 and :x a sequence 41 ¿42 ¿ · · ·¿ 0 such that 5+ 416!=2.
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Lemma 2. If Z ∈C1(U4=4Me5× KS4=4M ; C5+41(4)) and z ∈C1(Uh;4=4Me5× KSh;4=4M ; c5+41(4)) then T(Z)∈
C1(U4=4Me5 × KS4=4M ; C5+42(4)) and Th(z)∈C1(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5+42(4)).
Proof of Lemma 2. . Di&erentiate Th(z) formally to obtain
(DTh(z) · <h) (h;  h) (k) := Ak−Kh h + Akh h −
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhDFh(z(h;  h)) (Dz(h;  h) · <h) (i)
+
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShDFh(z(h;  h)) (Dz(h;  h) · <h) (i):
On one hand it is easy to see that DTh(z) is a bounded linear operator. On the other hand for
(1h;  
1
h ); (
2
h;  
2
h )∈Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M the estimate
I = ‖e(5+42)kh[(Th(z)) (1h;  1h ) (k)− (Th(z)) (2h;  2h ) (k)
− (DTh(z) · ((1h;  1h )− (2h;  2h ))) (2h;  2h ) (k)]‖
6
∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih Uh[(Fh(z(
1
h;  
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z(2h;  2h ))) (i)]
− (DFhz(2h;  2h ))(Dz(2h;  2h ) · ((1h;  1h )− (2h;  2h ))) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih Sh[Fh(z(
1
h;  
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z(2h;  2h ))) (i)]
− (DFhz(2h;  2h ))(Dz(2h;  2h ) · ((1h;  1h )− (2h;  2h ))) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥
shows that I = o(‖(1h;  1h )− (2h;  2h )‖) as ‖(1h;  1h )− (2h;  2h )‖ → 0 since Kh6 . Thus Th(z) is
C1.
Di&erentiate T(Z) formally to obtain
(DT(Z)<) (;  ) (t) := T (t − Kh)+ T (t) 
+
∫ t
Kh
T (t − s)XU0 Df(Z(;  )) (DZ(;  ) · <) (s) ds
+
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 Df(Z(;  )) (DZ(;  ) · <) (s) ds:
Repeating the same argument used before one sees that DT(Z) is the derivative of T(Z) and
the proof is complete.
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Lemma 3. The 8xed points Z∗ and z∗h are C
1-functions.
Proof of Lemma 3. We use the Fiber Contraction Theorem; see [18].
Fiber Contraction Theorem. Let E1 and E2 be Banach spaces and W ⊂ E1 be a closed subset.
Suppose that
B :W → W
Ax :E2 → E2; x∈W
and
C(x; y) = (B(x); Ax(y)); x∈W; y∈E2
are continuous maps. Suppose that B is a contraction; and Ax are uniform contractions. Let u be
the 8xed point of B and v be the 8xed point of Au. Then (u; v) is an attractive 8xed point of C.
Let E1 = C(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5), W = C(Uh;4=4Me5 × KSh;4=4M ; c5(4)) and E2 = C(Uh;4=4Me5 ×
KSh;4=4M ; L(Uh × KSh; c5)).
For z ∈W , Z∈E2 set B(z) :=Th(z) and
(Az(Z) · <h) (h;  h) (k) := Ak−Kh h + Akh h −
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhDFh(z(h;  h))(Z · <h) (h;  h) (i)
+
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShDFh(z(h;  h)) (Z · <h) (h;  h) (i):
We note that although subscript h was omitted operators B and Az do depend on h. It is easy to
see, e.g. proof of Lemma 1, that Az(·) is a uniform (both in h and z) 13 -contraction. Hence, Az(·)
has a unique :xed point Zz for every z ∈W .
By Lemma 1, B is a contraction on W . Let z∗ be the unique :xed point of B and Z∗ ∈E2 the
unique :xed point of Az∗(·). We claim that Z∗ = Dz∗.
Let C(z;Z) := (B(z); Az(Z)). By the Fiber Contraction Theorem, (z∗;Z∗) is an attractive :xed
point of C.
Fix a z ∈C1(Uh;4=4Me5× KSh;4=4M ; c5+41(4)). By Lemma 2, Th(z)∈C1(Uh;4=4Me5× KSh;4=4M , c5+42(4))
and DTh(z)∈E2 because c5+8(4) ⊂ c5(4) for all 8¿ 0. Thus,
C(z; Dz) = (B(z); Az(Dz)) = (B(z); DB(z));
and
Cn(z; Dz) = (Bn(z); ABn−1(z) ◦ · · · ◦ AB(z) ◦ DB(z)) = (Bn(z); DBn(z)):
By the attractivity of pair (z∗;Z∗), we have Bn(z)→ z∗ and DBn(z)→Z∗ as n →∞. This implies
Z∗ = Dz∗ and z∗ is C1.
Similarly, repeating the same argument the result follows for operator T as well.
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Lemma 4. For all !=2¿5¿ 0 and Z ∈C1(U4=(2M+1)e5 × KS4=(2M+1); C5+41(4)) we have that
|9hT(Z)−Th(9hZ)|5 → 0
and
‖9hDT(DZ)− DTh(9hDZ)‖L(U× KS;c5) → 0 as h → 0:
Proof of Lemma 4. Fix an arbitrary 8¿ 0. First we show that |9hT(Z) −Th(9hZ)|5 ¡ 8 for all
suPciently small h.
‖e5kh[hT(Z) (;  ) (kh)−Th(9hZ) (Ph;Qh ) (k)]‖
6 e5kh(‖Ak−Kh Ph− hT (kh− Kh)‖+ ‖AkhQh − hT (kh) ‖)
+ e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(hZ(;  ) (kh))−
∫ Kh
kh
hT (kh− s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShFh(hZ(;  ) (kh))−
∫ kh
0
hT (kh− s)X S0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥∥
=I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k) + I4(k):
Estimate each component separately. First by using (A1)
I2(k)6 e5kh(‖QhT (kh) − hT (kh) ‖+ ‖AkhQh − QhT (kh) ‖)
6 e5kh(‖Qh − h| KS‖Me−!kh‖ ‖+Me−!(k−1)h‖AhQh − QhT ((k − 1)h) ‖
+ · · ·+Me−!h‖AhQhT ((k − 2)h) − QhT ((k − 1)h) ‖
+ ‖AhQhT ((k − 1)h) − QhT (kh) ‖)
6M‖ ‖e5kh(e−!kh‖Qh − h| KS‖+ e−!(k−1)h‖AhQh − QhT (h)| KS‖
+ · · ·+ e−!h‖AhQh − QhT (h)| KS‖e−!(k−2)h + ‖AhQh − QhT (h)| KS‖e−!(k−1)h)
= M‖ ‖(e(−!+5)kh‖Qh − h| KS‖+ ke(−!+5)kh e!h‖AhQh − QhT (h)| KS‖):
Using assumption (A2) we obtain that supk=0;1; :::;K I2(k)¡8=4 for all h small enough. The esti-
mation of I1(k) is similar.
Next we estimate the third component by using (A1), (A5) as
I3(k)6 e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(hZ(;  ) (ih)) +
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih PhX
U
0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
∥∥∥∥∥
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+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih PhX
U
0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
+
K−1∑
i=k
PhT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
∥∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
PhT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
+
K−1∑
i=K
hT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
∥∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
hT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
+h
∫ Kh
kh
T (kh− s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥
6 e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
Me!(k−1−i)h‖UhFh(hZ(;  ) (ih))− PhX U0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))‖
+e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
M (k − 1− i)e!(k−i)h‖A−1h Ph − PhT (−h)|U‖ · h
·‖XU0 ‖ · K1(4) · ‖Z(;  ) (ih)‖
+e5kh
K−1∑
i=k
‖Ph − h|U‖he!(k−1−i)hMK1(4)‖Z(;  ) (ih)‖
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
hT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
+
∫ Kh
kh
hT (kh− s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥
6
K−1∑
i=k
Me(!+5)(k−1−i)he+5hhe+5ih · (‖UhE0 − PhX h0 ‖ · |fh(hZ(;  ) (ih))|
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+ ‖PhX U0 ‖ · |fh(hZ(;  ) (ih))− f(Z(;  ) (ih))|)
+
K−1∑
i=k
M (k − 1− i)e(!+5) (k−i)hh‖A−1h Ph − PhT (−h)|U‖e−41ihK1(4)4
+
K−1∑
i=k
‖Ph − h|U‖he(!+5)(k−1−i)hMe5hK1(4)4e−41ih
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
hT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
+
∫ Kh
kh
hT (kh− s)XU0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥ :
These estimates together with (A2), (A4), Corollary 1 and the de:nition of the integral show that
supk=0;1; :::;K I3(k)¡8=4 for all h small enough.
Finally, we turn to the estimation of I4(k) as
I4(k)6 e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShE0hfh(hZ(;  ) (ih))
−
k−1∑
i=0
hT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hfh(hZ(;  ) (ih))
∥∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
hT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hfh(hZ(;  ) (ih))
−
k−1∑
i=0
hT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
∥∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
hT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
−h
∫ kh
0
T (kh− s)X S0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥
6  sup
jh∈[0;]
‖AjhShE0 − hT (jh)X S0 ‖e5K1(4)4
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+
k−1∑
i=0
Me−!(k−1−i)hhe5kh|fh(hZ(;  ) (ih))− f(Z(;  ) (ih))|
+
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
e5khhT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hf(Z(;  ) (ih))
− e5kh
∫ kh
0
hT (kh− s)X S0 f(Z(;  ) (s)) ds
∥∥∥∥ :
By using (A3)–(A5), Corollary 1 and the de:nition of the integral we obtain that supk=0;1; :::;K I4(k)¡
8=4 for all h small enough.
Combining the results we have that
|9hT(Z)−Th(9hZ)|56 sup
k=0;1;:::;K
(I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k) + I4(k))6 8
for all suPciently small h.
Let us turn to the derivatives. Fix an arbitrary 8¿ 0. We show that
‖9hDT(DZ)− DTh(9hDZ)‖L(U× KS;c5) ¡8
for all suPciently small h. Write as before
‖e5kh[h(DT(DZ) · <)(;  ) (kh)− (DTh(9hDZ) · (Ph; Qh)<) (Ph;Qh ) (k)]‖
6 e5kh(‖Ak−Kh Ph− hT (kh− Kh)‖+ ‖AkhQh − hT (kh) ‖)
+ e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
K−1∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhDFh(hZ(;  ) (ih))(hDZ(;  ) · (Ph; Qh)<) (ih)
−
∫ Kh
kh
hT (kh− s)XU0 Df(Z(;  ) (s)) (DZ(;  ) · <) (s) ds
∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShDFh(hZ(;  ) (ih)) (hDZ(;  ) · (Ph; Qh)<) (ih)
−
∫ kh
0
hT (kh− s)X S0 Df(Z(;  ) (s)) (DZ(;  ) · <) (s) ds
∥∥∥∥
=I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k) + I4(k):
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The same type of argument used before can be adapted to estimate Ij(k) for j=1; 2; 3; 4. Finally,
we obtain that supk∈Z− I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k) + I4(k)¡8 for all h small enough. This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.
Now the proof of Theorem 1 goes as follows. Denote the :xed points of T and Th by Z∗ and
Z∗h , respectively. Then
|9hZ∗ − Z∗h |56 |9hT(Z∗)−Th(9hZ∗)|5 + |Th(9hZ∗)−Th(Z∗h )|5
6 |9hT(Z∗)−Th(9hZ∗)|5 + 1=3|9hZ∗ − Z∗h |5
and
‖9hDZ∗ − DZ∗h ‖L(U× KS;C5)
6 ‖9hDT(DZ∗)− DTh(9hDZ∗)‖L(U× KS;c5) + ‖DTh(9hDZ∗)− DTh(DZ∗h )‖L(U× KS;c5)
6 ‖9hDT(DZ∗)− DTh(9hDZ∗)‖L(U× KS;c5) + 1=3‖9hDZ∗ − DZ∗h ‖L(U× KS;c5)
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We end this section with some remarks. It is easy to see that the shadowing result de:nes a
pairing between elements of a 0-neighborhood in C and elements of a 0-neighborhood in Ch. To
be more speci:c, (; h) belongs to this pairing i& the true orbit starting from  and the numerical
orbit starting from h remain close to each other. This pairing is neither invariant nor continuous,
see [16].
It was observed in [16] that invariant and continuous pairing for ordinary di&erential equations can
be obtained by putting the problem into the general framework of the Hartman–Grobman theorem.
Results of this type for RFDE’s can be found in [15].
3. A discretized stable manifold theorem
A discretized stable manifold theorem can be derived as the limiting case of Theorem 1, i.e.
=+∞, Ux∞ = 0.
We de:ne the stable set of the equilibrium point 0 as
WS(0) := {∈C: (t) → 0 as t →∞}:
For a given neighborhood V of 0 we also de:ne the local stable set
WSloc(0) := {∈WS(0): (t)∈V for t¿ 0}:
The well-known local stable manifold theorem says that there is a 0-neighborhood V such that
WSloc(0) is the graph of a C
1 function, i.e.
WSloc(0) = {(;G())∈ S ⊕ U : G : S ∩ V → U is of class C1}:
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Theorem 2. There exist a neighborhood V of 0 in C which is independent of h and an approxi-
mating stable manifold WShloc(0) for (3) which is a graph of a C
1-function Gh over Sh ∩ V ; i.e.
WShloc(0) = {(h; Gh(h))∈ Sh ⊕ Uh :Gh : Sh ∩ V → Uh is ofclass C1};
such that for every 8xed 8nite dimensional generalized eigenspace KS for T (t)
‖hG| KS − Gh ◦ Qh‖C1( KS∩V;Ch) → 0 as h → 0;
where Qh comes from (A2).
Proof. We only have to check that Lemmata 1–4 remains valid in the limiting ( = +∞) case. It
is easy to see that Lemmata 1 and 3 remains true. It remains to prove Lemmata 2 and 4.
In the limiting case operators T on C( KS4=4M ; C5(4)) and Th on C( KSh;4=4M ; c5(4)) have the form
T(Z) ( ) (t) = T (t) +
∫ t
∞
T (t − s)XU0 f(Z( ) (s)) ds+
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 f(Z( ) (s)) ds
and
Th(z)( h) (k) = Akh h −
∞∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(z( h) (i)) +
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShFh(z( h) (i)):
Let 0¡5¡!=2 and :x a sequence 41 ¿42 ¿ · · ·¿ 0 such that 5+ 416!=2.
Lemma 5. If Z ∈C1( KS4=4M ; C5+41(4)) and z ∈C1( KSh;4=4M ; c5+41(4)) then T(Z)∈C1( KS4=4M ; C5+42(4))
and Th(z)∈C1( KSh;4=4M ; C5+42(4)).
Proof of Lemma 5. Di&erentiate Th(z) formally to obtain
(DTh(z) · <h) ( h) (k) := Akh h −
∞∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhDFh(z( h)) (Dz( h) · <h) (i)
+
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShDFh(z( h)) (Dz( h) · <h) (i)
We show that this is the derivative of Th(z). It is easy to see that DTh(z) is a bounded linear
operator. Fix  1h ;  
2
h ∈ KSh;4=4M and consider
‖e(5+42)kh[(Th(z)) (k;  1h )− (Th(z)) (k;  2h )− (DTh(z) · ( 1h −  2h )) (k;  2h )]‖
6
∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
∞∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih Uh[(Fh(z( 
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z( 2h ))) (i)]
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− (DFhz( 2h ))(Dz( 2h ) · ( 1h −  2h )) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih Sh[Fh(z( 
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z( 2h ))) (i)]
− (DFhz( 2h )) (Dz( 2h ) · ( 1h −  2h )) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥ :
Write the :rst term as I1 + I2 and estimate each term separately; where
I1 =
∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
[L=h]∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih Uh[(Fh(z( 
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z( 2h ))) (i)]
− (DFhz( 2h )) (Dz( 2h ) · ( 1h −  2h )) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥ ;
I2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥e(5+42)kh
∞∑
i=[L=h]
Ak−1−ih Uh[Fh(z( 
1
h ))) (i)− (Fh(z( 2h ))) (i)]
−(DFhz( 2h )) (Dz( 2h ) · ( 1h −  2h )) (i)]
∥∥∥∥∥ ;
and L¡ 0 will be :xed later. Estimate I1 as
I16 e(5+42)kh
[L=h]∑
i=k
Me!h(k−1−i)e−(5+41)hi2K(4)h · ‖z‖C1( KSh; 4=4M ;c5+41 (4))‖ 
1
h −  2h ‖
6 2MK(4)‖z‖C1( KSh; 4=4M ;c5+41 (4))
h
1− e−(!−(5+42))h 2e
(42−41)L‖ 1h −  2h ‖:
For any given 81 choose L such that
2MK(4)‖z‖C1( KSh; 4=4M ;c5+41 (4))
h
1− e−(!−(5+42))h 2e
(42−41)L ¡ 81:
It is easily seen that if L is chosen in such a way then I16 81‖ 1h −  2h ‖ and since L is :nite
I26 81‖ 1h −  2h ‖. Thus DTh(z) is the derivative of Th(z).
Di&erentiate T(Z) formally to obtain
(DT(Z) · <) (t;  ) := T (t) +
∫ t
∞
T (t − s)XU0 Df(Z( )) (DZ( ) · <) (s) ds
+
∫ t
0
T (t − s)X S0 Df(Z( )) (DZ( ) · <) (s) ds:
Repeating the same argument used before one sees that DT(Z) is the derivative of T(Z) and
the proof is complete.
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Lemma 6. For all !=2¿5¿ 0 and Z ∈C1( KS4=(2M+1); C5+41(4)) we have that
|9hT(Z)−Th(9hZ)|5 → 0
and
‖9hDT(DZ)− DTh(9hDZ)‖L( KS;c5) → 0 as h → 0:
Proof of Lemma 6. Fix an arbitrary 8¿ 0. First we show that |9hT(Z) −Th(9hZ)|5 ¡ 8 for all
suPciently small h.
‖e5kh[hT(Z) (kh;  )−Th(9hZ) (k; Qh )]‖
6 e5kh‖AkhQh − hT (kh) ‖+ e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥−
∞∑
i=k
Ak−1−ih UhFh(hZ(ih;  ))
−
∫ kh
∞
hT (kh− s)XU0 f(Z(s;  )) ds
∥∥∥∥
+e5kh
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=0
Ak−1−ih ShFh(hZ(ih;  ))−
∫ kh
0
hT (kh− s)X S0 f(Z(s;  )) ds
∥∥∥∥∥
=I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k):
Estimate each component separately. The proof of Lemma 4 shows that supk∈Z− I1(k)¡8=4 for all
h small enough.
Next we estimate the second component as before
I2(k)6 I 12 (k) + I
2
2 (k) + I
3
2 (k) + I
4
2 (k);
where, with L¿ 0 speci:ed later,
I 12 (k)6
[L=h]∑
i=k
Me(!+5) (k−1−i)he5hhe5ih · (‖UhE0 − PhX h0 ‖ · |fh(hZ(ih;  ))|
+ ‖PhX U0 ‖ · |fh(hZ(ih;  ))− f(Z(ih;  ))|)
+
∞∑
i=[L=h]+1
Me(!+5) (k−1−i)he5hh · e−41ihK1(4)4 · (‖UhE0‖+ ‖PhX U0 ‖);
I 22 (k)6
∞∑
i=k
M (k − 1− i)e(!+5) (k−i)hh‖A−1h Ph − PhT (−h)|U‖e−41ihK1(4)4;
I 32 (k)6
∞∑
i=k
‖Ph − h|U‖he(!+5)(k−1−i)hMe5hK1(4)4e−41ih;
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and
I 42 (k)6
∥∥∥∥∥−
[L=h]∑
i=k
he5(k−1−i)hT ((k − 1− i)h)XU0 hf(Z(ih;  ))e5ihe5h
+
∫ [L=h]h
kh
he5(kh−)T (kh− )XU0 f(Z(;  ))e5 d
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∞∑
i=[L=h]+1
Me(!+5) (k−i−1)hhK1(4)4e−41ih +
∫ ∞
[L=h]
Me(!+5) (kh−)K1(4)4e−41 d:
On one hand (A2) shows that supk∈Z+ I 22 (k) + I 32 (k)¡8=4 for all h small enough.
On the other hand, by using (A2), (A4) and Corollary 1 one can see that the supremum of the
:rst term in the estimation of I 12 (k) tends to zero as h tends to zero. The supremum of the :rst
term in the estimation of I 42 (k) tends to zero as h tends to zero by the de:nition of the integral.
Now choose L¿ 0 such that supk∈Z+ I 12 (k)¡8=8 and supk∈Z+ I 42 (k)¡8=8 for all h small enough.
Combining the results we obtain that supk∈Z+ I2(k)¡8=2 for all h small enough.
Finally, we turn to the estimation of I3(k).
I3(k)6 I 13 (k) + I
2
3 (k) + I
3
3 (k);
where, with L¿ 0 chosen later,
I 13 (k)6 L sup
jh∈[0;L]
‖AjhShE0 − hT (jh)X S0 ‖e5khK1(4)4e−(5+41) (k−[L=h])h
+
k−min{[L=h]; k}∑
i=0
2Me−!(k−1−i)hhK1(4)4e5khe−(5+41)ih;
I 23 (k)6
k−1∑
i=k−min{[L=h]; k}
Me−!(k−1−i)hhe5kh|fh(hZ(ih;  ))− f(Z(ih;  ))|
+
k−min{[L=h]; k}−1∑
i=0
2Me−!(k−1−i)hhK1(4)4e5khe−(5+41)ih;
and
I 33 (k)6
∥∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
i=k−min{[L=h]; k}
e5khhT ((k − 1− i)h)X S0 hf(Z(ih;  ))
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−e5kh
∫ kh
kh−min{[L=h]h;kh}
hT (kh− )X S0 f(Z(;  )) d
∥∥∥∥∥
+
k−min{[L=h]; k}−1∑
i=0
Me−!(k−1−i)hhK1(4)4e5khe−(5+41)ih
+
∫ k−min{[L=h]h;kh}
0
Me−!(kh−)K1(4)4e5khe−(5+41) d:
Combining the results we have that
|9hT(Z)−Th(9hZ)|56 sup
k∈Z−
(I1(k) + I2(k) + I3(k))6 8
for all suPciently small h.
The derivatives can be treated similarily.
The same argument used at the end of the proof of Theorem 1 ends the proof of Theorem 2.
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